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Section Proceedings.
THE YORKSHIRE SECTION.

UTILISATION OF WASTE PRODUCTS.
By C. W. LEATPrER.

THE further the subject of waste and Ijy-products is inquired into,
the more coini)lcx and large is it found to be. Tn this paper, many
branches are touched upon without entering closely into the technic-
alities of any ]nrticular branch. As a matter of fact, many papers
could be prepared by technical experts on many branches of the
subject. Most of the matter for the present paper was collected prior
to the war. The statistics i)reseiited are pre-war statistics, retained in
order to obviate erroneous impressions as to what the country docs by
comparison with other countries.

Disparaging remarks are often heard about the use of shoddy and
waste in clothing, kc. and there ha« ])een a tendency to regard this
use as associated with doul tful or dishonest practises. Such remarks
have onl}'̂  indicated the prevalence of a considerable amount of ignor-
ance on the subject. Few people seem to realise to what extent shoddies
and wastes are used and to what extent their use has enabled us to
have clothing at really moderate price. It is impossible to say, exactly,
but I am strongly of opinion that wool clothing, stockings, underwear,
&c., would have been almost double in price were it not for the
employment of shoddies and wastes. Generally speaking, in regard to
all waste products, it is impossible to measure statistically the addition
to the wealth of the country by the turning to useful purposes of
residues and by-products formerly thrown awaj'̂  or left to rot. The
volume preserved and turned to useful account must be enormous,
and in every instance cited in this pajjer the utilisation has resulted
in definite cheapening of products to the consumer. The subject m one
that is vitaUy associated \\'ith the progress of every industrj'' and in-
separably connected v^ith. the development and prosperity of every
form of manufacturing. The aeme of industrial economy is the profit-
able emploj'ment of every atom of material in whatever form presented
or however obtained.

The signification of the word '' waste." as given by different authorities,
may be considered. The definitions in some of the older dictionaries
are interesting.

Wel^ster's Dictionary' says : " That which is of no value, worthless
remnant, refuse, especially the refuse of cotton, silk or the like."

Worcester's Dictionary says : " Something of little or no account or
value, as the refuse of cotton or silk."

The Century Dictionary says : " Rubbish, trash, rejected as unfit for
use, refuse, hence of little or no value, useless, stufE that is left over
or that is unfitted or cannot readily be utilised for the purpose for
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10 JOURNAL OF THE TEXTILE INSTITUTE. [March, 1917.

which it was intended, overplus or rejected material, refuse, as paper
scraps in a printing office or bindery, or shreds of yarn in a cotton
or woollen mill."

Thus, it will be seen from that which follows later in this paper
that things formerly described as waste or rubbish are now to be
regarded as valuable raw materials for industries.

Ai'chduke Regnier, President of the Imperial Commission, Vienna
Exhibition, 1873, said :—" The consumption of paper, the quantity of
letters exchanged, the extension of public hbraries and the use made
of them &c.; are often taken as a measure of the actual degree of
civilisation of a nation. An extension and refined use made of the
waste materials of industry and housekeeping might be considered with
equal right as a measure of the degree of industrial development and
capability. It would also scarcely be possible to find in the processes
of manufacture and in agriculture an instance which shows to the
same extent the really creative force of science and the characteristic
tendency of a nation to economise, as its endeavour to keep, Uke
nature, entirely within the circle of reproduction."

I will endeavour to deal with some of the waste product trades
separately, and \vlll first take the rag trade, as it is one of the oldest
and most important, and is especially interesting to people living in
Yorkshire. Some idea of its importance may be gathered from the
following pre-war fiugres.

As far as I have been able to gather, the approximate weight of
clean wool which goes into consumption in this country annually is,
in round figures, about 350,000,000 lbs. The worsted trade deals with
about 230,000,000 lbs. of this, leaving about 120,000,000 lbs. for the
woollen trade. But besides this, in the woollen trade nearly 200,000,000
lbs. of pulled rags are employed as well as nearly 30,000,000 Ib3. of
noils and wastes, by-products from the worsted trades. So that in
the woollen trade ai>out two-thirds of the total weight of the wool
material used consists of pulled rags and wastes. It will be readily
realised, therefore, what an enormously important part is played by
pulled rags in the manufacturing of the cheap wool goods, and how
very badly off we should be without them for warm clothing, &c.

In addition to the above weights, we export about 14,000,000 lbs.
of pulled rags.

It may be somewhat confusing to those not actually connected with
the trades when I refer to the worsted and woollen trades. A few
words of explanation may be advisable at this point. Roughly speaking,
the French description of the two trades is the simplest. They describe
the worsted trade as "Combed Wool" and th3 woollen as "Carded
Wool." There are some few exceptions to which these descriptions do
not correctly apply, but, generally speaking, for the purposes of a
non-technical discussion, these definitions answer very well.

In the worsted or combed wool trade, the object is to get rid of
the shortest fibres, fluff, or any other objectionable material which is
noil, and to retain the longest and best fibres.

In the woollen system, everything and anything goes through the
carding machine and condenser. It is for this reason that so much
shoddy or mungo can be employed. .

It may be interesting to give a short history of the rag-pulling
industry and the wonderful little machine which turns rags, old and
new, into new spinning fibre. So far as I have been able to learn^
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Vol. VIII., No. I.] SECTION PROCEEDINGS. II'

it is doubtful whether the actual machine was ever patented. There
was, however, a patent for a somewhat similar machine taken out by-
three Glasgow gentlemen in the year 1801. Their names were Thomas
Parker, William Talfer, and Alexander Affleck, instrument makers, and
the patent was No. 2,469. True, the patent was entitled " Preparation
and manufacture of flax, hemp, &c." But the specification contained
the following statement :—" Our said invention is also to prepare or
reduce articles made from Rax, hemp, silk, wool, cotton and other materials,
after the same have been in use or otherwise, into the best state of
which they are capable in order that they may be recovered and
again made use of as materials of manufacture."

The same patentees obtained a further patent in the following year
for improved machines for the same purpose, in connection with
"which it was stated explicitly " To recover materials of manufacture
from articles that have been made of flax, hemp, silk, wool, cotton, &c.,
by reducing or teasing down the materials into states capable of being
again manufactured.

So far as I have been able to ascertain, this is the earliest reference
to rag-pulling, although, I believe, in the West Riding of Yorkshire it
has been generally believed that a man named Law, of Batley, in the
year 1811, was the first individual to produce artificial wool, or pulled
rags. It appears that besides the three Glasgow gentlemen who patented
the aforementioned rag-teasing machine, there was also a man in the
South of England who pulled rags. This was Mr. John Coxeter, of
Greenham Mills, near Newbury, Berkshire.

On June 25th, lSll. the said Mr. Coxeter laid a wager that he
would take the wool from the sheep's back, sort it, card it, and spin
it, spaul, warp, and weave the yarn, mill, dye, dry shear and press
the cloth, and have a complete suit made from it between morning
and night. This was duly performed in 13 hours and 20 minutes, and
Mr. Coxeter won his wager. A feast was givea in celebration of the
feat ; a whole sheep was roasted on the village green and 120 gallons
of strong beer distributed amongst the spectators. 'Mr. Coxeter gave a
dinner to forty friends and at that dinner made a speech in which was
this important statement :—" So great are the improvements in machinery
which I have lately introduced into my mill, that I believe in twenty-four
hours I could take a coat off your back, reduce it to wool, and turn
it into a coat again."

r cannot trace whether there was any connection between the
machine patented in Glasgow and those Mr. Coxeter was actually
using. Yet it is clear, from the foregoing statements, that other people
had actually pulled up rags for re-manufacturing purposes.

Mr. Law, of Batley, is usually looked upon as the pioneer of the
rag-pulling industry, and he is also famous for having introduced the
word "mungo." The story is that Mi\ Law showed some of the pulled
material from old cloth to a prospective purchaser, and the latter
suggested that the material was too short in the fibre and would be
of no use. Mr. Law's replj^ in broad Yorkshire was, " It mun go,"
meaning " I t must go." Ajid " mungo" became the name for wool
pulled from hard rags. In every country in the world where wool is
produced from such rags, the material is known by the Yorkshire
name " mungo."

To those not in the trade, it may be well to describe, roughly, the
difference between shoddy and mungo. Shoddy is the material pulled
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12 JOURNAL OF THE TEXTILE INSTITUTE. [March, 1917.

from anmillecl rags, such as stockings, jerseys, vests, flannels, blankets,
and other soft rags. Mungo is made from rags of suitings, new tailors'
clippings, felts, etc. Then there is also another rag wool known bj*
the name of "extract." This is obtained from rags containing cotton.
All rags are sorted and graded, and the seams and selvedges containing
sewing cotton are usually separated. There are many cloths, such as
gaberdines, rainproof coats, various forms of Bradford dress goods, and
many other goods which frequently contain a large proportion of cotton,

* All such goods are now carbonised in order to destroy the cotton. As
mechanical means are unavailing, a chemical process is employed—
carbonisation. Cellulose, the basis of all vegetable fibres, is composed of
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. When acted upon by certain acids,
such as suljjhuric acid and hydrochloric acid, the hydrogen and oxygen
are withdrawn in the form of water, and there remains the carbon :
hence the term carbonisation. The wool, a more complex compound,
containing also sulphur and nitrogen, remains unaltered. There are twf̂
methods of carbonisation—wet and dry. The first is employed for some
new wools to free them from straw, wood sphnters, burrs, etc.; the latter—
the dry system—involves treatment of the wool rags by hydrochloric
acid fumes in order to destroy the cotton warp or weft. Carbonisation
came into general use in the 'seventies, after twenty years of secrecj'
in certain milLs.

The rag trade is now very highly organised. The old rags arc
collected by " rag and bone " men in various towns, and then go to
dealers, who roughly sort them, the cotton being eliminated from the
woollen goods. Then they are sent to large merchants, who further
classify them. A large proportion from all parts of the world come
to Dewsbur}'- and Batlcy, where they are carefully sorted and gi'aded
in qualities and shades, the rags made from fine wools being graded
together and frequently dyed to one shade, opened and carded, and
8old a,s carded shodd}^ ; or, after sorting and grading, the rags are
re-exported. It is computed that there are some 400 or 500 firms in
the rag trade in the West Riding of Yorkshire. They have naturally
drawn together greater facilities for doing business than exist elsewhere.
One of the most interesting developments is the system of selling rags
at auctions. The leading auctioneers belong to old-established firms
with excellent rejDutations. .Some sell countrj' collections only, while
others receive consignments from every part of the world. It is worth
while for anyone to pay a visit to one of these sales in Dewsbury,
and I recommend all who have not seen one to pay a visit.

I may say that many of the waste and shoddy merchants in
England have often expressed surprise that English manufacturers allow
so much of the best quality .shoddies, wastes, and noils to leave this
country instead of using them here. The merchants say that English
manufacturers appear to prefer to buy the cheaper and iiiferior qualities.

I must add that the flocks which come from the finishing machinery
of cloth mills are curled and used largely for stuffing bolsters and
pillows. Cheap, low-class rags, unfit for re-opening purposes, are used
for pulling up for the filling of cheap furniture and cheap mattresses.
This trade has been somewhat improved by John Burns's Rag and
Flock Act. but still T consider our cheaper mattresses among the
dirtiest and most insanitary of any used in a civilised country. Those
used b>' the Americans, French, and man}^ Continental countries are
infinitely more wholesome. Tt is a curious thing that although we in
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England pride ourselves so much on our cleanliness, yet much of our
bedding is among the most insanitary in the world.

The shortest refuse of all, after the wool rags have been used as
far as possible, goes as manure for the hop fields of Kent and Hereford.

Before entirely leaving the subject of rag puUing, I wish to remark
that some of the Continental firms have got somewhat ahead of us in
the construction of rag machines. If we had paid more attention to
detail in construction and finish, and had applied certain improvements
which make the machine more efficient and more convenient to work,
the position would have been better. They have given more attention
to detail than English machine makers.

Fi"om observations during jnv numerous visits to Continental countries,
1 have come to the conclusion that one German firm has supplied the
greater proportion of the rag machines bought on the Continent during
the last ten j^ears. This firm has supplied well-designed and well-
constructed machines, and has also obtained a higher price for them
than that which English makers usually secure. This raises an interesting
point as to whether the English machine maker or the Enghsh manu-
facturer is the more to blame for this state of things. Is it that an
Enghsh maker would not alter his design and his models, or is it that
the English manufacturer would not pay a sufficiently high price to
enable him to get a better article ( I am afraid that there has been
a tend, ncy on the part of most users of machinery in this country
to consider too much the question of the price of the machine, and
not enough the results obtainable.

I may now turn for a few minutes to the thread waste branch,
that is. the spinning and weaving wastes from the woollen, but chiefly
from the worsted mills. I have already stated that about 30,000,000
lbs. of waste from the worsted trade are used as raw materials in the
woollen trade in Great Britain. Now, although this weight is only
comparatively small when compared with the weight of rags employed,
still the value per pound of waste is usually very much greater than
pulled ragtt, for when opened, they are usually a more valuable raw
material and for many purposes are almost equal to new wool.

With regard to worsted spinning wastes, previous to the year 1850
hard spinning wastes were used for cleaning waste or thrown on the
fields as manure. In the year named, the first waste opening machine
was built, and I believe the first machine used was by a firm of carpet
manufacturers. I understand that when the first machine was built,
the original maker went to see this firm of carpet manufacturers.
They took him out into their yard and showed him a heap of hard
spinning waste and asked him if he could do anything with it. He
took a sample away with him, returned home, put it through the
machine, and returned it by messenger the same day. Before breakfast
next morning, one of the carpet firm was at the office of the machine
maker with a cheque in his hand and a reqaest that the machine
should be sent on immediately.

I believe that after the machine maker had sold a few machines he
realised that he had made a mistake, as he saw that he would have
made a much larger fortune hr.d he put up a number of machines at
his place, collected the waste which he could get for practically nothing,
and opened it and sold it at 4d., 6d , 8d., or even more per pound.

At the present time, I estimate that nearly 100,000,000 lbs. of
worsted thread wastes must be treated annually in the world, and to
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14 JOURNAL OF THE TEXTILE INSTITUTE. [March, 1917.

give an idea of the value of some of ttiis material, I may say that the
market price in 1913 for some of the pulled wastes from fine botany
W00I8 was as high as 22d. per pound.

Most of the pulled wastes are used in the woollen trade, but certain
classes of wastes can be so successfully treated to-day that they can
be comlx^d and used for certain classes of worsted yams, especially in
the l)osier>' yam trade. This is also done with mohair wastes to a
certr.in extent.

Pulled wastes are employed in a number of trades, and can be
found to a certain extent in best Scotch tweeds, in West of England
suitiiigs, in flannels, blankets, hosier}^ yams, woollen carpet j-ams, in
medium class suitings and cap cloths, such as are made in Yorkshire
districts, and in quite good class ladies' dress goods made on the
Continent ; they are also used in felt making. Some of the cheaper
wastes are pulled up for stuffing saddles and horse collars and also for
mattresses rnd cushions. I could go on for a long time enumerating
the different puiposes for which different wastes are used. I must
mention one very interesting class of material, which shows how the
waste from one trade can be converted into a valuable raw material
for another, and that is the press cloth, which is used in the cotton-
seed crushing industry*. This ia very strung material, made from very
strong and good worsted yam. After it has become saturated with
grease and seed from the seed pressing it is thrown away, and this
material is shaken and pulled up again, and it is a valuable raw
material in the woollen trade, especially for woollen carpet yams.

Noils are another important waste product from the worsted industry.
They are the short material combed out in the combing process. Noils
are mixed with wools and shoddies for making cheap and medium
ladies' dress goods, shawls, blankets, flannels, felts, and innumerable
other goods, some of which have been alrep.dy mentioned. Many of the
noils and other wastes from the worsted cards, etc., are carbonised to
get rid of the bits of vegetable matter. Mary of the fine wool noils
go to the felt industry for hats, etc. As most of you are aware, a
large proportion of these noils and other wastes containing vegetable
matter, coming from the worsted industry'', were sent to Verviers, in
Belgium, to be carbonised, as the firms in that district had made a
special study of this kind of work. They are, I believe, able to obtain
superior results on most classes of material. Since the war there has
been a great extension of carbonising pla.nts in this country, and it is
to be hoped that the experience gained will enable us after the war to
retr.in most of the trade in our own countr}^

I may say that at one time English worsted spinners looked upon
burry wool almost as a. waste product. As they were the wealthiest
buyers of wool 30 to 40 years a.go, they endeavoured to buy wool as
free from burr as possible, so that the French, Belgians, and Germans
had to buy the burry wools and ma.ke the best of them.

The French have alwaj^s, therefore, been f.hesd of us in the mechanical
tres.tment of burry wools, and have been able to practically get rid of
the burr by carding and combing only. In fe.ct, they have been able
to trer.t burry wools by mechrnical means only, with results that
would have been thought impossible in England, at any rfi.te up to a
short time ago, except by carbonising. It may be added that the
conditioning-house test for burry wools in France requires that there
shall not be more than one bit of burr in 12 yards of combed top.
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In the silk trade a large amount of waste, at one time considered
of little value, is made. ISIow, the re-working of waste silk has become
an important and profitable industry. Lord Masham, then Samuel
Lister, of Mannitigham Mills, was the first to successfully treat this
waste silk. It Ls not quite waste, as the term is usually understood
in the textile trade. It is a pait of the cocoon left over after the
long-fibred silk has been obtained, and is really a good fibre. Many
beautiful goods arc made from it at Marmlngham, in Switzerland,
GermaL>y, and France. There is also spinning waste from tliis waste
silk, which is now opened successfully and used for yams for the making
of bs.gs. In France and Switzerland it is so well treated that it is
mixed again with tho raw material and used for yams for the plush
trade and other valuable purposes. Japanese silk rags, old, and formerly
thrown out as manure, are now being O[)ened, carded, and spun into
yam and used in the manufacture of nigs, mats, etc.

The wool industry furnishes a number of materials formerly regarded
as waste but no\v utilised in the industry itself and for pharmaceutical
and other purposes. One important by-product is wool grease, and
another is " suint." The sheep obtains ffom the soil of the pastures
upon which it feeds a considerable portion of potash, which, after
circulating through the sj'̂ stem of the animal, is excreted with other
matter from the skin and attaches to the wool. This excretion is
known by the French as " suint." Formerly, when the wool was
cleaned, the suint was allowed to go to waste, a.nd even now a large
portion is permitted to go to waste with the wash waters. The
encrusting matters attached to the wool, besides the dirt, consist of
wool fat (soluble in ether or benzine), and wool perspirc.tion (soluble
in water). The wool fat is a mixture of a solid alcoholic body, chlosterine,
together with iso-chlosterine, and the compounds of these lx)dies with
several of the fatty acids. Wool perspiration consists essentially of the
potassium salts, oleic and stearic acids, and possibly other fatty acids ;
also potassium salts of volatile acids like acetic and valerianic, and
small quantities of chlorides, phosphates, and sulphates. Thus, the yolk
of wool contains many elements of recognised value in the arts and
manufactures.

When the potash salts are evaporated and ignited, they yield a
product of the potassium carbonate, and it is estimated that 2,200,000
lbs. of this product is annually saved from the wool wash waters of
the mills and scouring establishments of France and Belgium. When
the suint is submitted to dry distillation, it jdelds a residue containing
carbonate of potash, nitrogenous carbon of great value, for the manufacture
of yellow prussiate of potash.

In 1895, a plant for treating wool by the " solvent " process was
put in operation by the Arlington MiUs, of Lawrence, Mass., and was
the first plant of its kind in the world to prove commercially and
technically successful. This plant has a capacity to degrease 50,000
pounds of wool every ten hours, and has been run to its full limit
ever since it was started. After an experience of ten years with the
solvent process, the Arlington Mills have built a new plant with
capaeity of from 200,000 to 250,000 lbs. of wool every ten hours.

The fat products obtained are applicable to the following uses :
(1) As a base for ointments and other pharmaceutical and toilet

preparations, on account of penetrating, lubricating, and softening
qualities.
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(2) As a leather and belt dressing, and, when freed from resinous
matter, as a lubricant in conjunction with certain lubricating oils.

(3) As a lubricant for wool and other animal fibres. This can be
used to advantage to increase the specific gravity and viscosity of
certain lubricating oils.

I may say that the Bradford Corporation extracted from their
sewage over £30,000 s worth of grease in 1912 which had run away
from the various combing establishments in the cit}'̂ .

The cotton waste trade is also of considerable importance, but, of
course, the value of the treated material does not approach that of the
wool wastes and shoddies.

Fii'st of all we have the Hnters waste, which is the short fibre taken
from the cotton-seed, by a second ginning process after the ginning
proper. These linters are largely used for the medical wadding trade,
and most medical wadding is made from such waste, which is first of
all bleached. Linters waste is also very extensively used in the United
States and Canada for making mattresses, and a very clean, wholesome
bed it makes.

Cotton spinning wastes and card wastes are opened, cleaned, carded,
and spun into yarns for sheetings, towels, flannelettes, cretonnes, cheap
hosiery, bed covers, cotton blankets, sponge cloths, candle-wicks, etc.
The hardest cotton tlireads, which cannot be successfully opened for
re-spimiing purposes, are used for ^viping waste and and sold in huge
quantities to railway companies, dockyards, engineers' shops, etc. Old
curtains are now successfully pulled up for mixing Avith this cleaning
waste.

Cotton rags were formerly practically only considered fit for the
paper-making trade, but now more valuable uses have been found for
hundieds of tons. Some of the best black cotton linings are pulled up
for very cheap hosiery yarns and for mixing in the woollen trade. Other
rags are pulled up for spinning into coarse yarn for Belgian blankets,
and large quantities are now shredded into thread again to mix with
wiping wastes. Some cotton rags are now used in the manufacture of
artificial silk on the Chardonnet system. They are opened, cleaned,
and bleached, and then dissolved in ether and alcohol. The resulting
solution is then forced out of the mixer into the hydraulic press,
which then passes it through a filter under great pressure, whereby all
undissolved cotton and impurities are eliminated.

From the reservoirs, the solution is forced through small capillary
tubes, forming fine filaments, a dozen or more of which are combined
to constitute a thread, which is finally wound on a bobbin.

Closely aUied to cotton manufacturing is the cotton-seed oil industry,
in which there has been a great revolution within late years in the
utilisation of the cotton-seed, obtaining most valuable commercial by-
products—which at one time were allowed to go to waste with the
seed in the form of manure. Cotton-seed was garbage in 1860, a
fertiliser in 1870, a cattle food in 1880, and a table food and many
other things in 1890.

The manufacture of cotton-seed oil and all of its resultant by-products
furnishes one of the best examples of the developments of a business
based upon the utilisation of a waste product. One of the principal
uses of cotton-seed oil is the manufacture of compound—a mixture of
lard, oleo stearine, and refined cotton-seed oil, making a most palatable
and economical food. Another product of cotton-seed oil, white cottolene.
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18 a mixture of oleo stearine and cotton-seed oil. This product marks,
perhaps, the highest development of cotton oil as a food product.

Cotton oil is also used in the making of salad oils, packing sardines
in the oleomargarine industry, for miners' and cathedral lamps, tempering
oils, oiLs for heavy tool-cutting machines, and for mixing with putty.

The cheapness of cotton-oil compared with other fats, as well as
its excellent soap-making properties, has caused it to be largely used
by soap makers in America. Cotton-seed oil is used to day to a great
extent by bakers. It is also used as a substitute for olive oil. Chemists
and physicians now recognise cotton oil as a high-class food product.

There are many by-products used in the dye-house, and in the
dyeing industry which have contributed largely to the great progress
made in manufacture within the last one or two decades. Of these
by-products, the most conspicuous and valuable are those obtained
from coal tar or gas tar, which not many years ago formed waste
material difficult to get rid of. It could not be thrown into the
streams because of pollution, nor could it be disposed of by burial
because of its destructive efifect upon vegetation. It had to be disposed
of by burning. These by-products have now become of the highest
value, not only for the production of saccharine, dyes, and high explosives,
but for medicines and disinfectants, and for the production of a
saccharine substance several hundred times sweeter than sugar. The
list of uses to which these materials can now be converted is a long
one. Naphthalene, one of the products of gas tar, formerly a troublesome
waste, by its tendency to choke gas pipes and otherwise make itself
obnoxious, is now one of the most valuable substances for the prepara-
tion of dyestuffs. The manufacture of alizarin, an artificial preparation
of the by-products of tar, has destroyed the madder industry of
Europe, or practically so. The aniline by-product of gas tar is a
most productive source of colouring matter, its derivatives being almost
without number, and producing everj'- shade of colour imaginable. By
means of a synthetic process, certain constituents of coal tar can be
combined for the production of artificial indigo, equal in all respects to
natural indigo, at a cost that makes it an article of much commercial
value. Naphtha is a well-known product of coal tar used in dissolving
gums, resinous substances, etc., indiarubber and gutta-percha, and for
many other purposes. Perhaps the most important products of
this tar are benzol, from which aniline colours are obtained, and naphtha-
lene and anthracene, from which alizarin and purpurin are, obtained.
Benzol is, of course, now largely used for motor cars.

The limits of one paper does not permit of my dealing with the
slaughter-house by-products, such as hides, bristles, parchment, gelatine,
glu$!, or with by-products from the metal and mining industries, such
as furnace gas for motive power, slag and slag wool, etc.

I will now conclude with a quotation from a speech by Lord
Plaj^aii, made a good many years ago, in which he said:—"Chemistry,
like a prudent housewife, economises every scrap. The clippings of the
travelling tinker are mixed with the parings of horses' hoofs from the
smithy, or the cast-of! woollen garments of the poorest inhabitants, and
soon afterwards, in the form of dyes of the brightest hue, grace the
dresses of courtl}'' dames. The bones of dead animals yield the chief
constituent of lucifer matches. The dregs of port \vine, carefully
rejected by the wire drinker in decanting his favourite beverage, are
taken by him in the morning as seidlitz powders. The offal "of' the
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streets a.nd the wasliiiigs of coal gcas re-?.ppear carefully preserved in the
lady's smelling bottle, or are used by her to flavour' blanc-manges for
her friends. This economy of the chemistry of ait is only an imitation
of what we observe in the chemistrv^ of nature."

.INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION.

The foregoing pa])er was read at a meeting of the Yorkshire
Section of the Institute at the George Hotel, Huddersfield, on the
evening of the 12th December. Mr. John F. White (Bradford) presided
in the unavoidable absence of the Chairman of the Section. Additional
interest was given to the paper by the display of a considerable range
of samples of waste materials and products from waste.

A brief discussion followed the paj^er, and Mr. W. Harrison (Leeds)
said they had listened with the greatest interest. He would like to
know how many firms there were In England who utilised their own
wastes, or, in other words, eliminated waste. He suggested there was
probably too much tendency' to pass on wastes to other people to be
dealt with, rather than to deal with the thing on the spot.

The LECTURER said he thought that in textile manufacturing they got
as near to the ideal of no waste as possible. Probably, no single firm
utilised all its wastes, but they were all eventually used up in other
industries. He should, however, make one exception, and that was with
regard to recovery of potash in connection with the wool industry.
This had notj proceeded so well in this country as on the Continent.
French, German, and Belgian combers always said that it was to
their advantage to extract it and make use of it. As far as fibres
were concerned, in England there was not much leakage in waste.
By further experimenting, however, he believed some wastes could be
made of considerably higher value. It would mean experimenting
either on the part of the manufacturer or the machine-maker.

Mr. HARRISON said that the question of potash recovery was not so
easy as it appeared. Suint contained, besides potash, materials of
colloidal character, \\hieh made evaporation difficult and imparted a
black colour to the product. For manurial pui'poses, this colour did
not matter, but for most other purposes it was a drawback.

The CHAIRMAN said there was no practical difficulty whatever in
obtaining potash from suint. There was no magic about it. It had
been a successful commercial proposition in France for 25 years, and
was now commercially practised in Bradford. It w-as not only a
question of potash recover}', but the saviiig of vitriol. In England, we
had tried to effect recovery- from the scouring liquor, whereas the
French made the recovery before it entered the scouring liquor. One
of the difficulties hi this country \\'as that the average man staited
with the idea that the problem was difficult to tackle, -whereas it was
not so.

The LECTURER said one explanation might be that on the Continent
the wool-combing establishments were usually on a much bigger scale
than in tliis country. Therefore, they had larger quantities to deal
with under one roof, and it was more worth their while to put in
potash-recovery plant. On the Continent, there were not so many small
establishments as in England. From A\hat the French combers had
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told him, there was no doubt at all but that the recovery paid them
well enough. With regard to Mr. Harrison's suggestion, it was not
likely that any firm which tried to uiulertake dealing with the whole
of its own wastes would lx̂  very suceessful. A firm that attempted it
might find itself branching out into things altogether beyond its range.

On the motion of Mr. R. Forsyth (Huddersfield), seconded by Mr.
Eber Midgley (Bradf-.̂ rd), Mr. Leather was heartily thonked for his
lecture.

Mr. MIDGLEY said that even in the worsted trade there was need
for special consideration of waste products. He had in mind the
use of noils. It had been his privilege to investigate the make
of some 300 varieties of German-made worsted cloths, chiefly of
good quality. He had in mind a batch made from two-fold 8O's
botany waq). crossed witli a weft produced from botany noil. The
weft yam was of particular evenness, which indicated that it was
not eonsti-ucted by the ordinary woollen method. On examination,
the fibres were found to be so straight and ])arallel as to suggest that
a combing process was involved. The Contiii,ental method of combing
and drawing would admit of the treatment of a. much shorter fibre
than the ordinary' British method. Probably this was the explanation.
At any rate, the fact remained that a fine-looking, soft and full-
handling woi*sted cloth was produced very largely from what was a
by-product in the worsted trade of this countr}^ This emphasised th;e
importance of the subject so ably dealt with bj' the Lecturer, especially
to those engaged in the worsted trade.

Replying, the LECTURER said he was greatly interested in textile
wastes, and had studied them in all countries. He must admit that, from
his experience, foreigners had investigated the uses of wastes much more
fully than we had done. Foreigners had bought vast quantities of our
textile wastes—pulled botany waste, noils, shoddies, etc. We had been
too timid about experimenting. It might be expensive, but it had got
to be done. If the machine-maker was to do it, then the manufacturer
must be prepared to pay a higher price for the machinery.
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